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HONOR

OPENING REMARKS
WELCOME FAIRFAX 2015
VOLUNTEERS
On behalf of the Fairfax 2015 World Police & Fire
Game’s athletes, coaches, families and staff, we
thank you for offering your time and support to
these Games. You are key to the games success!
As one of more than 5,000 volunteers who will be
providing time, support, and commitment to these
athletes, you have the opportunity to experience the
unique fun and fulfillment of sports and competition
only found in the World Police & Fire Games. As a
hand-selected Games Volunteer, your dedication,
commitment and enthusiasm will make this year’s
competition the most memorable of its kind.
When you aren’t scheduled to work, please
become a spectator and support the dedication
and hard work of the athletes. We want you to see
your contributions play in the success of the noble
heroes competing in these Games.
This Volunteer Handbook will supply you with
the basic necessary information to ensure your
experience as a volunteer is rewarding!
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While we know you had to go through an
Online Training Course to get to this point, we
still encourage you to take time and review
the information in this booklet. If you have any
questions or concerns about your position or role in
the Games, please send them to:
The Fairfax 2015 WPFG Volunteer Team
1800 Cameron Glen Drive
Reston, VA 20190
volunteer@fairfax2015.com
571.325.2996
Thank you for your time, effort and support! We are
looking forward to seeing each and every one of
you in action!
Sincerely,
Fairfax 2015 Volunteer Services Team
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OPENING REMARKS
A LETTER OF THANKS FROM OUR
CEO & BOARD CHAIRMAN
Dear Fairfax 2015 Teammates,
Thank you for your commitment to the Games!
Our Board of Directors, Honorary Board and the entire
Fairfax 2015 team welcome you and look forward to
working with you to make the 2015 Games a great
experience for our public safety heroes and everyone
involved.
Our mission is “to serve those who protect and serve
us every day” – a most worthy cause. The athletes, our
primary clients, desire fair and friendly competitions
and a fun experience filled with camaraderie and
community engagement. Please help us to deliver the
most enjoyable experience possible. The Games are
enormous with over 60 sport competitions in over 50
venues, so there will be challenges, but as a team we
can and will produce an amazing and memorable 2015
Games.
As a Games Volunteer you are an Ambassador for
Fairfax County, for Virginia and for the entire National
Capital Region. Our region abounds with monuments
and memorials honoring those who put duty and
service first, and we are not shy about putting our
reverence on display.
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So, as Ambassadors for the community and the
Games, let’s show our public safety heroes from
around the world how proud we are of them and of
this great place we live, work and play.
Please remember a smile, an encouraging word and
a helping hand can do wonders. We hope you will
make the most of your time as a Games volunteer,
make new friends and enjoy yourselves.
Once again, we thank you for your dedication to the
effort …the Games are not possible without you. Now,
let’s make the 2015 Games the best ever!
Sincerely,

Fairfax 2015 Board Chairman, Kevin Reynolds

Fairfax 2015 CEO, Bill Knight
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OUR ROLES
EACH OF US IS A SMALL PIECE IN A
BIGGER PUZZLE
While you have probably heard this common
phrase before, the analogy could not be anymore
true in the spirit of the World Police & Fire Games.
Everyday, these athletes go to work and fight for
safety, security and peace around the globe: Each
one of these service heroes is essential to our
serenity. In the same way, each and every volunteer
has been positioned here for a reason, and without
you, the Games would not be possible.
In the next few pages, you’ll get a greater sense
for the sheer size of The World Police & Fire
Games. You’ll also see how your role is an essential
building block in the organization and function of
this extraordinary event.
Please reflect on how your roles affect other
volunteers and athletes. Your participation, energy
and determination is necessary to keep these
Games alive!

The Games of Heroes
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OUR ROLES
VOLUNTEER CLASSIFICATION
CATEGORIES
• Games Ambassadors will serve as the most

prominent faces within the event. Each of them will
share their knowledge of events, general visitor
information, and specific details about attractions
across the National Capital Region. These members
are information gold-mines that are well versed
in event times, schedules, directional assistance,
and hospitality. Ambassadors are responsible for
providing excellent customer service to athletes,
friends and family at the sporting venues.

• The Games Village Team ensure that athletes,

family, and friends have an exceptional Games
experience overall. They are pinnacles of excellent
guest service and benefit as a direct example to the
Games Ambassadors.

• The Registration and Accreditation Team

provides excellent customer service to athletes at
local airports, registration, and accreditation venues.
This team also provides details and local information
as needed to volunteers and athletes enrolling in
the Games. R.A.C. members serve as the first faces
volunteers and athletes will see.
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• The Registration and Accreditation Team

(cont.) This team also provides last minute support,

necessary training, briefing and supervision to the
volunteer team. Their work maintains a smooth Games
operation throughout.

• The Media Team will be at the center of the media
hub while capturing the spirit of the Games.

• The Logistics and Transportation Team serves
as the nervous system of Game’s Operations. They
manage venue deliveries, logistics, equipment and
transportation; ensuring everyone and everything is
on-time and in the right place. Most of the members
on this team serve in leadership roles; managing and
ensuring the smooth operation of logistics for the
Games. These members also assist with the set-up/
tear-down of ceremonies, aid in active event needs,
and support medal presentations.

• The Field of Play and Sports Team ensures

the Games sporting events can take place. Members
have similar duties to the Games Ambassadors, but
also have the responsibility of coordinating sports
administration at the venue, gathering athlete results,
and scoring. They serve as the athletes go-to for
needs and services.
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OUR ROLES
VOLUNTEER CLASSIFICATION
CATEGORIES CONT.
• The Volunteer Support Team enables the

delivery of essential volunteer support, and ensures
the welfare of volunteers working at the Games. After
creating all of the resources responsible in training
you for your role, they make sure you arrive to your
shift with punctuality and passion.

• The Ceremonies and Memorials Team serve as
the official welcome and send-off members for The
Fairfax 2015 World Police & Fire Games. They are
responsible for bringing together the aspects and
operations of the Games’ celebrations.
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SHIFT READINESS
BE PREPARED FOR ANYTHING &
EVERYTHING
Firefighters & Police Officers are loaded daily with
several pounds of equipment and tools, preparing
them for any given number of outcomes that could
happen during their workday. They carry so much,
that many of these heroes perform special physical
training just to capably walk while on the job. Now
while we aren’t going to make you run stair-drills all
day, we want you to be as prepared as you possibly
can for these Games. You may only be working a
few hours here and there, but we still want to be at
your tip-top best!
In this section we’ll be covering some
preparedness essentials to ready you for your
volunteer shift. We’ll also be providing you with
some pivotal information about scheduling and
check-ins.
Follow these simple guidelines and your shift, as
well as the shifts of the volunteers around you, will
run like a well-oiled machine.

The Games of Heroes
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SHIFT READINESS
DRESSED FOR SUCCESS
We want you to look sharp and clean on your first
day, and the days to follow. Here’s what you should
wear:

• Games Issued Volunteer T-Shirt
• Khaki Pants/Shorts, Wearing A Belt
• DO NOT wear jeans!
• Comfortable Closed-Toed Shoes that you can rely
on for 6-8 hours. We’ll have you moving around!
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PACKING UP AND SHIPPING OUT
While we ask you to bear in mind that storage
cubbies/lockers will not be present for you at the
games, we do want you to be prepared. So pack
smart, not heavy, and make sure you have these
essentials:
• Your Games Credentials
• Your Volunteer Handbook
• Appropriate Outerwear (Prepare for your venue’s
expected weather. Specifically: Rain Protection)
•Sun Protection: Sunscreen & Sunglasses
Please keep these items off your Packing List:
• Pets or Animals of any kind
• Purses, Bags, and Large Backpacks
• Your Children
• High Price Valuables
Disclaimer: Fairfax 2015/World Police & Fire
Games will not be held responsible for any lost
or stolen items at the venues or offices. You are
personally responsible for your belongings at all
times.

The Games of Heroes
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SHIFT READINESS
GETTING PARKED
Parking will be free to the public at all venues and
will be given on a first-come, first-serve basis. At
select venues, there will be volunteer assigned
parking where you must park. Please speak with your
volunteer coordinator about your venue’s parking
conditions on arrival, and keep an eye out for parkingspecific signage when arriving to your shift.
We encourage all volunteers who are driving to
their venue to arrive 30 minutes before every shift,
giving them adequate time to park. Please remember
these events may be packed with spectators, family
members and fellow volunteers, so parking could be
difficult.
If at all possible, we strongly encourage volunteers to
use public transportation provided by the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transportation Authority (WMATA)
and the Fairfax County Department of Transportation
(FCDOT). Train & bus routes can be found at their
respective websites:
http://www.wmata.com/
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/connector/
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LOST & FOUND
These rules apply to both spectators and
volunteers alike. Please inform spectators where
they can find their items when prompted.
• In the event you find a misplaced or lost item, items
should be turned into the volunteer and information
services area at the venue where the item was found.
DO NOT remove them from your venue’s premises;
we want volunteers and spectators alike to find their
items where they lost them.
• Lost items will be kept at the venue until the last day
of Games operation for the venue.
• Once a venue is no longer being used by the
World Police & Fire Games, unclaimed items will be
transferred to the Main Accreditation Center (M.A.C.)
The M.A.C. is located at:1800 Presidents Street,
Reston VA, 20190
• Effective July 6, 2015, any unclaimed items will
become the property of Fairfax 2015 World Police &
Fire Games Organizing Staff.

The Games of Heroes
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SHIFT READINESS
UNIFORMS: WHAT DO THEY MEAN?
We have taken the liberty of organizing our volunteers
by color so they can be easily spotted amidst the
business of the Games. Below you’ll see our colorcoded Jersey identification system. Please direct
athletes and spectators alike to specific personnel as
appropriate.
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CHECKING-IN & CHECKING-OUT
When working on your shift for the games, we need
to account for your arrival, departure and current
assignments to keep you on track and working
smart. The beginning of your shift will start with
you checking-in with a volunteer coordinator or
coordinator assistant. Your volunteer coordinator will
check you into our digital sports management system,
and give you your daily assignments.
As a volunteer you are expected to be checked-in
at or before the time in which you are scheduled. If
you are late, even beyond a few minutes, you may be
sent home and replaced with a volunteer on standby.
Please check-in on time!
Once your shift is concluded, or if for any reason
you may need to leave early, return to the volunteer
coordinator or assistant you checked-in with. We will
clock you out of our system, perform a quick exit
conversation with you about your shift performance,
and send you on your way. You must clock-out with a
coordinator or coordinator assistant before leaving.
If you leave without clocking-out, your volunteer
opportunity will be terminated and the rest of your
shifts will be carried on by a volunteer on standby.

The Games of Heroes
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SHIFT READINESS
MEALS & REST
We know how much commitment you are pouring into
these Games. It’s going to be a lot of work, but the
reward of repaying valuable time to our public safety
heroes world-wide will be worth your effort!
With that said, we are throwing in a few perks to keep
you at the top of your game. When you volunteer with
us, we’ll make sure you are well fed and nourished
for your shift by providing you with a free meal. In
addition, depending on the length of your shift, we’ll
give you time to rest and relax after your work in the
field.
Now while we are giving you this opportunity to rest
and restore, we expect all of our volunteers to be
respectful of their alloted break time. As an example,
If you come five minutes late from break and the
person after you comes five minutes late too, the
last volunteer on break will have their time cut short.
Please stay within your alloted break time assigned
by your volunteer coordinator and everyone will be
happy and healthy.
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NEED TO KNOW
SCHEDULING NOTES
Exact shift check-in times will be emailed to you
and posted through our registration website
before June 24, 2015. All volunteers will be
scheduled before the games for specific volunteer
shifts.
If an emergency prevents you, at the last
minute from being able to attend your shift,
please notify the Volunteer Service Center by
calling 571.325.2996 and alert your volunteer
coordinator using their personal phone.
In the event of rain, all indoor and outdoor events
will proceed as scheduled. Weather doesn’t
fend these heroes away, why should it for us? In
the event of severe weather, however, it may be
necessary to delay competition or reschedule
events. Keep an eye on your registered e-mail for
up-to-the-minute games scheduling updates.
After arriving to a scheduled shift, volunteers will
be assigned to specific tasks by their coordinators.
Please note that your tasks may differ from day to
day.

The Games of Heroes
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YOUR “NEED TO KNOW”
YOUR SCHEDULE
TO FIND YOUR SCHEDULE CHECK:
https://wpfg15.fusesport.com/portal.asp/
Write Your Schedule In Below:

Dates

Times Scheduled

CHECK IN LOCATION:
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EMERGENCY CONTACTS
Please only contact the following personnel
if situations similar to those presented in the
Online Safety Training are playing out in real life.
Please do not share these numbers publicly with
spectators or athletes, these are contacts only you can
use.

FOR ALL EMERGENCIES CALL 911
Keep an eye out for suspicious activity and report
exactly what you see. Please report any of your initial
suspicions to your volunteer coordinator right away so
that proper actions can be instated preemptively.

Position

Contact Info

1. Vol. Coordinator
2. Vol. Hot-line
3. Venue Supervisor
4. Fairfax PD

The Games of Heroes

703.324.2113
703.691.2131
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NEED TO KNOW
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Scheduled Event

Date

Opening of Athletes Village

06/24/2015

Opening Ceremony

06/26/2015

National Fallen Firefighter MS

06/28/2015

Law Enforcement Officers MS

06/30/2015

Fairfax City Parade

07/04/2015

Capital Celebration

07/04/2015

Closing Ceremony

07/05/2015

A FULL LISTING OF EVENTS CAN BE FOUND AT:
www.fairfax2015.com/schedule

Good Luck Fairfax 2015 Volunteers!
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OUR POLICIES
A REVIEW OF WHAT WE STAND
FOR
As volunteers in the World Police & Fire
Games, your responsibility to uphold the
standards and expectations set forth by the
Games Committee will be your greatest
priority. You are appearing not just on
behalf of the Games as volunteers, but as
advocates for the heroes on these fields,
and as the faces that represent the United
States of America. In order to make sure
you stay within the Guidelines of the World
Police & Fire Games, we want to review some
standards we set during your Online Tutorial.
In this section, you will find information on
the expectations we have set for you as a
volunteer and how your role plays into the
larger part of World Police & Fire Games
Operation. Please pay careful attention to
these policies as your success depends on
your accordance.

The Games of Heroes
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OUR POLICIES
DRUG FREE/SMOKE FREE
The World Police & Fire Games has a longstanding
commitment to provide a safe and productive work
environment. Alcohol and drug abuse pose a threat
to the health and safety of other volunteers, athletes,
the public and to the security of our equipment and
facilities. The following rules apply to all volunteers:
• Whenever volunteers are working, operating any Fairfax
2015 vehicle, present on Games premises, or are conducting related work off-site, they are prohibited from:

• Using, possessing, buying, selling, manufacturing or
dispensing an illegal drug (to include possession of
drug paraphernalia).
• Smoking of any kind in uniform.
• Being under the influence of alcohol or an illegal
drug.

• The presence of any detectable amount of any illegal

drug or illegal controlled substance in an volunteer’s
body while performing official World Police & Fire Games
business or while in a WPFG facility is prohibited. Any
illegal drugs or drug paraphernalia will be turned over to
an appropriate law enforcement agency and may result in
criminal prosecution.
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ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY
Keep in mind that being at your scheduled venue on
time is vital to the success of each event. Without the
correct amount of volunteers at the appropriate time,
the Games would be a disorganized mess! If you are
unable to make your shift, contact your Volunteer
Coordinator as soon as possible.
We recommend getting to know other volunteers
within your sporting venue who may be able to help
you in the event you cannot make it to your assigned
shift. As a team, we want these games to operate
smoothly, and simply introducing yourself to a peer
could make all the difference.
If you do find a fellow volunteer to replace you,
please contact your Volunteer Coordinator with
your intentions and ask your replacement to confirm
their attendance of the shift. Please remember, your
replacement must be assigned to the same venue as
you, and must not be previously scheduled during
your requested shift.

My Replacement Contact Is:

Name:
Phone #:

The Games of Heroes
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OUR POLICIES
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION AND
INTERNET USE
Let’s be honest, the Internet is a wildly
disorganized place, and amidst commotion our
communication often loses sight of our intentions.
To prevent this, we have some set guidelines for
using the Internet, Fairfax 2015/World Police & Fire
Games-provided electronic resources and personal
communication devices in an appropriate, ethical
and professional manner.
The following actions are forbidden using Fairfax
2015 World Police & Fire Games resources and are
highly discouraged in personal communication:
• Using disparaging, abusive, profane or offensive
language. (Please be respectful; we are here to
represent those who keep our world safe)
• Creating, viewing or displaying materials that
might adversely or negatively reflect upon Fairfax
2015 World Police & Fire Games or be contrary
to Fairfax 2015 World Police & Fire Games’ best
interests.
•Using your personal electronic devices during
your scheduled volunteer time.
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• Engaging in any illegal activities, including piracy,
extortion, blackmail, copyright infringement, and
unauthorized access of any computers and Fairfax
2015-provided equipment such as laptops and
tablets.
• Volunteers may not copy, retrieve, modify
or forward copyrighted materials, except with
permission or as a single copy to reference only.
SOCIAL MEDIA-ACCEPTABLE USE
• Volunteers may not post financial, confidential,
sensitive or proprietary information about
the Games, the athletes, the vendors or other
volunteers.
• Volunteers may not post obscenities, slurs or
personal attacks that can damage the reputation of
Fairfax 2015, The World Police & Fire Games, their
clients and sponsors, their respective employees,
athletes, participants, and fellow volunteers.
The Fairfax 2015 World Police & Fire Games may
monitor content published out on the Internet.
Electronic Communication Policy violations may
result in discipline up to and including termination
of volunteer role. Abuse or misconduct may result
in criminal prosecution.

The Games of Heroes
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MERCHANT INCENTIVES
THE MERCHANT INCENTIVE PROGRAM
The Merchant Incentive Program was developed
to enhance the experience of our athletes, their
friends and family, and our volunteers. From June
20 - September 1, local businesses throughout the
region are offering discounts and promotions in
the following categories: restaurants, shopping,
attractions, and professional services - all in
support of the Games.
Please go to www.fairfax2015.com/discounts
and click on the icons representing each category
and you can discover what each of the merchants
are offering - some pretty sweet deals! These
businesses are supporting the Games, so we
want to support them! Please have your Games
credential with you in order to take advantage of
all these great offers. As a Games Volunteer, you
should understand this special program designed
to benefit our Athletes and you!
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Our Merchant Partners
Partners in Loudoun County
Brambleton Group
Bella Ballerina
California Tortilla
Sport & Health
FROOTS
Johnny Rockets
Go Bananas Toys
Lost Rhino Retreat
Scotto’s Rigatoni Grill
Misguided Angels
Papa Tony’s Trattoria
Eclips Salon
Insight Eye Optique

Loudoun Wineries

868 Estate Vineyards
Bogati Bodega & Vineyard
Winery 32
The Barns at Hamilton Station
Vineyards
Carroll Vineyards
Cardamon Family Vineyards
Casanel Vineyard
Hiddencroft Vineyards
Lost Creek Winery
Maggie Malick Wine Caves
North Gate Vineyard
Zephaniah Farm Vineyard

The Games of Heroes

BF Saul: Ashburn Village
Shopping Center
Los Agaves Mexican
Restaurant
Urban Bar-B-Que
Company
Thai Ashburn
Lans Family Dentistry
Jimmy John’s Gourmet
Sandwich Shop
Opa! Mezze Grill
Family Dentistry and Implant
Center
Kristin Insurance Agency
Allstate

BF Saul

O’Malley’s Pub Dulles
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MERCHANT INCENTIVES
Partners in Fairfax County
Mosaic District Shops
South Moon Under
Neiman Marcus Last Call
Studio
Tiny Dancers
Freshbikes
Gypsy Soul
Alex and Ani

George Washington’s
Mount Vernon

Clyde’s Restaurant Group
Clyde’s Mark Center
Clyde’s Reston Town Center
Clyde’s Tysons Corner
Clyde’s Willow Creek Farm

BF Saul

O’Malley’s Pub Tysons Corner

Quick Lane Tire & Auto

Partners in Arlington County &
The District of Columbia
BF Saul

O’Malley’s Pub Arlington
Fresh Kitchen
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Members in Fairfax County
America Eats Tavern
American Horticultural Society
American Tap Room
Argent Heating & Cooling
Argia’s Italian Restaurant
Artful Gift Shop
Athleta
Austin Grill
Bazin’s Next Door
Bazin’s on Church
BGR The Burger Joint
Big Bowl Reston
Blackfinn Ameripub
Blue Iguana
Body Dynamics Inc.
BRB
Caffe Amouri
Campus Survival Kits
Capital Planning & Investments
Carpool
Centreville Chiropractic Center
Chuy’s Mexican Restaurant
Cleveland Coaching Group
Dawn Price Baby
DC Metro Food Tours
Erik M. Pelton & Associates
F3 Tactical Inc.
Fairfax Athletics
Family Chiropractic of Fairfax
Wellness Center
Foxfire Grill
Georgen Scarborough Associates
Glory Days Grill
Golden Chiro Acupuncture Clinic
Gunston Hall
Hard Times Cafe
Herndon Community Center
Joe’s Amazing Burgers
Karin’s Florist
La Sandia

The Games of Heroes

Lebanese Taverna
Mon Ami Gabi
Murphy’s Irish Pub
O’Sullivan’s Irish Pub
Open Road Grill & Icehouse
Optimal Dental Center
Orange Theory Fitness
Original Pancake House
Paddy Barry’s Irish Pub & Restaurant
Peterson Goodman & Hawkins PLC
Pitango Gelato
Plaka Grill
Pollo Peru
Pond Roofing Company
Potbelly Sandwich Shops
Ray’s Auto Body
Rita’s Italian Ice of Fairfax
School of Rock
Seasons 52
Skinfinity
Skintelligence
Spark Yoga
Springfield Courtyard by Marriott Bistro
Restaurant
Ted Britt Automotive Group
Texas De Brazil
The Auld Shebeen Irish Pub & Restaurant
The Bike Lane
The Falls Salon
The Palm Restaurant
The Revolution Darts & Billiards
Tropical Smoothie Cafe
Twins Ace Hardware
Uno Pizzeria & Grill
Westin Washington Dulles
Wildfire Tysons
World of Beer
Yogurtini Fairfax
Zoe’s Kitchen
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Members in Loudoun County
Glory Days Grill
The Winery at Bull Run
Great Country Farms
Old Ox Brewery
MPowerd Massage
BGR The Burger Joint
The Medical Spa at NOVA

Smithsonian Theaters Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center
Jimmy John’s Gourmet Sandwich Shop
Ford’s Fish Shack
Harpers Ferry Adventure Center
Ted Britt Automotive Group
College Nannies & Tutors
Zoe’s Kitchen

Members in Outlying Counties
All Beaded Up
Arlington Realty, Inc.
Glory Days Grill
Historic Downtown Manassas
Liquid Sun/Tanning Tailz
Lux Photography

Manassas Museum
Medieval Times Dinner & Tournament
NYEA’s Party Store
Shenandoah Caverns Family of Attractions
Zoe’s Kitchen

Members in The District of Columbia
Asia Nine Bar & Lounge
Hill Country Barbecue Market
Athleta Georgetown
Hyatt Place Washington DC/US Capitol
Austin Grill
International Spy Museum
Basilica of the National Shrine of the
Macy’s
Immaculate Conception
Madame Tussauds
Big Bus Tours
Mansion on O Street & O Street Museum
Bike and Roll Washington DC
Nando’s Peri-Peri
Capital City Bike Tours
National Building Museum
Capitol Entertainment Services
National Museum of Crime & Punishment
Capitol Steps Musical Political Satire
National Museum of Women in the Arts
Performing at the Ronald Reagan Building
Nick’s Riverside Grill
and International Trade Center
Occidental Grill & Seafood
Carmine’s
Penn Social DC
Circle Bistro
Peruvian Connection
City Segway Tours
Ping Pong Dim Sum
Corner Bakery and Cafe
Policy
Cuba Libre Restaurant and Rum Bar
President Lincoln’s Cottage
Daily Grill
Rosa Mexicano
Dance Place
Russia House Lounge
DC Insider Tours
Shear Madness
Entertainment Cruises
Smith & Wollensky
FoBoGro (Foggy Bottom Grocery)
Station Kitchen & Cocktails
Fogo De Chao
Taberna Del Alabardero
Gray Line DC Tours
Thally
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Members in The District of Columbia (Cont.)
The Park at 14th
The Phillips Collection
The Rooftop at the Embassy Row Hotel
Tudor Place Historic House & Garden
Uno Pizzaria & Grill

USA Guides Tours LLC.
Washington Walks
White House Gifts
Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company
Zengo

PERSONAL NOTES
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PERSONAL NOTES
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PROUD TO BE AN
OFFICIAL FLEET SPONSOR

SUMMER PACKAGE
• Tire Rotation
WORKS
• Inspect A/C Operation
THE

ONLY

54.95

$

•
•
•
•
•

Multi-Point Inspection
Brake Check
Suspension Check
Fluid Check & Top Off
Drive Line Inspection

Retail purchases only. Plus tax and fees. Up to 5 quarts. Synthetic or Diesel may incur additional charges.
Hybrid battery test excluded. Must present coupon at time of purchase. Expires 6/30/15.

TRAVEL SPECIAL
ONLY

39.95

$

• Inspect Tire Condition
• Check Wiper Condition
• Check Heater Operation
• Check Battery Output & Condition
• Check Operation of Cooling Fan
• Check A/C Operation
• Inspect Belts & Hoses
• Multi-Point Inspection
• Top Off Fluids

Plus tax and fees. May not be combined with other
offers. Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Limit one per person. Not valid on previous
purchases. Expires 6/30/15.

COMPLIMENTARY
DIAGNOSTICS
CHECK
UP TO

1 HOUR OF
DIAGNOSTICS
• Check Engine Light On?
• Gas Mileage Suffering?
• Running Rough?

LET US TELL YOU
WHAT’S WRONG!

May not be combined with other offers.
Must present coupon when service order is written.
Offer expires 6/30/15.

Quicklane Tire & Auto Center
11200 James Swart Circle
The Games of HeroesFairfax, VA 22030
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(703) 383-6299
www.tedbrittquicklane.com

1800 CAMERON GLEN DRIVE
RESTON, VA 20190

